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We have experimentally investigated the selective reflection of theP-D transition in a high-density ru-
bidium vapor and shown it to be sensitive to the exact spatial distribution ofP-state atoms near the dielectric-
vapor interface. This distribution results from the radiative and nonradiative transport of excitation and from
wall-quenching collisions of excited-state atoms and is highly inhomogeneous. Selective reflection thus acts as
a probe of the spatial dispersion in the vapor. The resulting spectra have been analyzed to show that the
broadening due toS-D collisions contributes considerably to the self-broadened linewidth of theP-D transi-
tion. @S1050-2947~98!07712-9#


























































A medium is said to exhibit spatial dispersion when
dielectric coefficiente not only depends on the frequencyv
of the incident electromagnetic wave but also on the w
vector kW thereof: e5e(v,kW ). Usually, spatial dispersion
arises in media that are inhomogeneous, i.e., wheree de-
pends on the spatial coordinates. Well-known examples
these media are layered materials@1#. The optical properties
of such media strongly depend on the~mis!match between
layer thickness and wavelength of the incident radiation
only weakly on the variation of the dielectric coefficients
the layer materials with frequency@1#.
Spatial dispersion also comes into play in the optical
sponse of an atomic vapor in the vicinity of dielectric inte
faces. If the vapor is dilute the spatial dispersion arises fr
the effect that the atomic polarization gets quenched whe
atom hits the dielectric and responds transiently to the in
dent laser field when the atom moves away from the die
tric again. The atomic polarization is restored to its stea
state value after a time of the order of the natural lifetim
This effect can be described in terms of a nonlocal dielec
coefficient and leads to sub-Doppler structures in
selective-reflection spectrum@2–4#.
In addition, spatial dispersion arises in adenseatomic
vapor as a consequence of nonuniformity of linear and n
linear absorption processes. As an example, it has been
dicted that a self-reflected wave is created at the sh
boundary of saturated and unsaturated regions inside a d
vapor @5#. Obviously, the optical response of the vapor
considerably different at either side of this boundary and
medium is thus spatially dispersive. Note that here the spa
dispersion results from a self-consistent description of
system of atoms and light field: the position and sharpnes
the boundary depend on both the intensity of the incid
light field and the atomic density. Apart from being caus
by spatially dependent saturation effects, spatial disper
can also arise in a dense vapor when the incident optical
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does not saturate the medium. All that is required is a n
zero excited-state population that is spatially inhomogene
on the scale of the optical wavelength.
In this paper we study spatial dispersion in a dense ato
vapor due to inhomogeneous excitation near the window
vapor cell. Here the excitation profile is created by usi
laser light tuned near the center of the fundamental re
nance transition of the atoms. At sufficiently high vapor de
sities such light is absorbed over a lengthl a
05l/2p, with l
the resonance wavelength, resulting in an excitation rate
decays on the same length scale. The spatial distributio
excited atoms in such a vapor, however, does not sim
follow the spatial variation of the excitation rate. It is mod
fied by radiative@6# and nonradiative transport processes
side the vapor and excitation quenching at the window-va
interface@7–9#. The spatial distribution of excited atoms re
sulting from the interplay of these processes is inhomo
neous on the scale of an optical wavelength and so will
the atomic polarization. As a consequence, spatial disper
arises in the vapor. In our experiment we directly probe
influence on the spectral response of the vapor.
Since the spatial dispersion originates in the spatial d
sity distribution of the excited atomsn(z), our probe has to
be sensitive ton(z) itself rather than to its spatially inte
grated value; the latter is the case for absorption or fluo
cence spectroscopy. In contrast, selective-reflection spec
copy probes the atomic polarization, and thusn(z), within
an optical wavelength distance from the interface@10#. Since
in our experiment the excited-state density distribution is
homogeneous over a wavelength we use selective-reflec
spectroscopy as a probe forn(z). We consider a transition
from the excited state~e.g., an alkali-metal-atomP state! to
a higher-lying state~e.g., an alkali-metal-atomD state! rather
than a transition from a ground state~ .g., an alkali-metal-
atomS state! to a first-excited state since the former is mo
sensitive to theP-state densityn(z). In this way we study
the effect of the spatial inhomogeneity of the distribution
P-state atoms and demonstrate that the resulting spatial
persion has major consequences for the line shape of
P-D transition.
The study of the spectral response of theP-D transition
in reflection not only gives information about the spatial d
persion in the vapor but also on the collisional broadening





















































4474 PRA 58van KAMPEN, SAUTENKOV, ELIEL, AND WOERDMANthe spectral line involved. In this way we can obtain info
mation on the atom-atom interaction. It has been argued
the broadening of theP-D transition is effectively equal to
that of the fundamentalS-P transition. This is because th
van der Waals interaction and the quadrupole-quadrupole
teraction between aD-state atom and a groundS-state atom
have a considerably shorter range as compared to the
nant dipole-dipole interaction betweenS- andP-state atoms
@11#. The comparison of theS-P and the P-D spectral
widths opens the way to test this statement.
In this paper we present results of a two-step excitat
experiment. We perform a selective-reflection study of b
the fundamentalS-P and theP-D transitions in a high den
sity rubidium vapor@N5(0.222.2)31017 cm23#. In Sec. II
we describe the experimental technique, in Sec. III we giv
theoretical model for the reflectivity including a nonunifor
distribution of P-state atoms, in Sec. IV we present the
sults and discussion, and in Sec. V we give the conclusio
II. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE
In our experiment we excite rubidium atoms from t
5 2S1/2 ground state to the 5
2P3/2 excited state~D2 line!.
This transition atlS-P5780 nm ~Fig. 1! is driven by a
Ti:sapphire laser using a power of 5 mW in a 1 mmdiameter
beam. The intensity (,1 W/cm2) is such that the transition
is not saturated at the relevant Rb densities; the resu
fraction of atoms in the 52P3/2 state is estimated to be les
than 1%@12#. Coherent effects, such as a shift or splitting
the levels involved, are negligible@13#. An external-cavity
semiconductor laser~New Focus model 6224!, operating at
lP-D5775.8 nm, is used to probe the 5
2P3/2– 5
2D3/2 tran-
sition in reflection. For the study of the linewidth of th
fundamentalS-P transition, as discussed in the Introductio
the probe laser is tuned to 780 nm. In all cases the inten
of the probe light is kept to a very low value~0.1 mW! in
order to avoid saturation.
The rubidium vapor is contained in the rear section of
all-sapphire cell~see Fig. 2! that is heated to produce hig
atomic densities. The vapor density is determined by
temperature of the coldest spot of the cell and is varied















tween 0.231017 and 2.231017 cm23. Except at the lowest
densities, the self-broadened full width at half maximu
Gself of the fundamental transition exceeds the combin
broadening due to hyperfine structure, Doppler effect, a
isotopic composition:Gself/N52p31310
27 cm3 s21 @14#.
The front and rear sections of the cell are separated b
wedged sapphire window; the front section is evacuated
avoid turbulence and thus fluctuations in the position of
optical beams. The incoming pump and probe beams pro
gate almost collinearly and are overlapped at the cell wind
at near-normal angles of incidence. The pump-laser bea
amplitude modulated with a chopper at 2 kHz and the pro
beam, reflected from the window-vapor interface, is detec
with a combination of a photodiode and a lock-in amplifie
III. THEORETICAL MODEL
The theory for the reflectivity of an interface between
dielectric and an atomic vapor in the vicinity of the fund
mental resonance transition of the atoms, i.e., selective
flection, has been discussed extensively@3,10,15#. We will
restrict the discussion to the case at hand: a high-den
vapor, for which only collisional broadening has to be tak
into account, probed on aP-D transition with spatial disper-
sion. The dispersion results from a spatially inhomogene
density distribution ofP-state atoms,n5n(z); the z axis is
oriented perpendicular to and has its origin at the dielect
A plane wave with complex field amplitudeE0 and wave
vector k, parallel to the interface normal, propagates in t
dielectric medium towards the interface and is partially
flected back into the dielectric. The field that isrefractedinto
the atomic vapor induces a spatially dependent dipole po
ization that radiates back into the dielectric. This radia
field adds coherently to the field that is reflected back by
bare dielectric interface. The total complex reflected-fie
amplitudeE can therefore be written as
E5Ev1Ep , ~1!
with Ev the reflected-field amplitude in the absence of t
vapor, i.e., for vacuum andEp the contribution to the re-
flected field due to the dipole polarization induced in t
gas-phase atoms by the field in the vapor. The field am







dz exp~ ikz!P0~z!. ~2!
FIG. 2. Experimental pump-probe setup to measure
selective-reflection spectrum on both theS-P and P-D transitions








































PRA 58 4475PROBING THE SPATIAL DISPERSION IN A DENSE . . .Herek5k0h is the magnitude of the wave vector inside t
dielectric,h the refractive index of the dielectric,e0 the di-
electric constant in vacuum, andP0(z) the z-dependent di-
pole polarization in the vapor.
The fact that we probe theP-D transition allows us to
considerably simplify the theoretical model. This is becau
the P-D oscillator strength is roughly one order of magn
tude smaller as compared to that of the fundamental re
nance transition while their linewidths are of the same ord
This implies that the dielectric coefficient for frequenci
around theP-D resonance frequency is, for all densitie
very close to unity. In the vicinity of the fundamental res
nance frequency, however,e~v! can differ considerably from
one for sufficiently high densities. In that case the dip
polarization in the vapor has to be calculated using a s
consistent model@15#. Becausee(v)'1 for theP-D transi-
tion we can neglect local-field effects@16# and take the field
in the vapor simply proportional to the incident field. We c
then evaluate the interface reflectivity to first order in t








whereT is determined by the dipole polarizationP0(z). In
order to find an expression forT @Eq. ~3!# we solve the
optical Bloch equations for theP-D transition in the limit





S 2Dp1 iGDp21G2 D E0
`
dz n~z!exp~2ikz!, ~4!
with m the P-D transition dipole moment,Dp the detuning
from resonance of the probe laser andG the collisional line-
width of theP-D transition. Note thatT50 if the S-P pump
laser is absent@n(z)50#. As can be seen from Eqs.~3! and
~4! the exact spatial distribution(z) of the population in the
P state directly enters into the interface reflectivity. The









FAG2BDp1 i ~BG1ADp!Dp21G2 G . ~6!
In our experiment the laser that transfers atoms to theP state
is amplitude modulated. Our lock-in signal is therefore p
portional to the difference in reflectivityDR for the case that










To illustrate our claim that the frequency-dependent refl
tivity modulation strongly depends on the distribution of e











excited-state densityn(z) is proportional to the local inten
sity I (z)5I 0exp(2az) with a the absorption coefficient o
the pump light. In the case that is small the population in
the P state is spatially uniform on the scale of a waveleng
i.e., n(z)5n0 , and one findsA50 andB5n0/2k. The spec-
trum of DR is then a purely dispersion-shaped Lorentzi
@see Fig. 3 curve~a!#. When a is large the pump light is
strongly absorbed over a distancea215lS-P/2p and the
density distribution isn(z)5n0exp(22pz/lS-P). We then




52p/lP-D . The reflectivity DR now contains dispersive
~odd in detuning! and absorptive~even in detuning! contri-
butions with a ratioB/A52(lS-P /lP-D) as shown in Fig. 3,
curve ~b!. Note that our assumptions regarding the excite
state density distribution are too naive; a more realistic p
ture of this distribution involves quenching of the atom
excitation at the vapor-window interface. This picture will b
discussed in the following section.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We have studied the selective-reflection spectra of
bidium on theP-D transition for densitiesN5(0.222.2)
31017 cm23. Except for the lowest densities the collision
width of theS-P transition is, as discussed above, larger th
the hyperfine and isotope splittings and Doppler width of
transition@17#; at sufficiently high densities this results in
single broad spectral line. For theP-D transition this is true
for all densities since the excited states have much sma
hyperfine splittings as compared to that of the ground st
Typical results forN50.631017 cm23 are shown in Fig. 4.
Here we show theP-D spectra for three values of the detu
ing D of the pump laser@18#. The dashed curves are th
FIG. 3. Qualitative plot of the frequency dependence of
atomic contributionDR to the interface reflectivity on the prob
transition for situations where the excited-state population is s
tially homogeneous@curve~a!# and where the excited-state popul
tion decays exponentially over a length oflS-P/2p @curve ~b!#.
Note that for the latter case the zero crossing ofDR does not cor-












































4476 PRA 58van KAMPEN, SAUTENKOV, ELIEL, AND WOERDMANresults of a fit through the data of a sum of a dispersive
absorptive Lorentzian line shape function with equal wid
@Eq. ~7!#. Figure 4 clearly shows that the shape of theP-D
selective-reflection spectrum is sensitive to the detuning
the pump laser. In all cases the curves have both a dispe
and an absorptive component, the former becoming less
less important for increasing values of the pump detuni
This clearly contradicts the prediction at the end of Sec.
In the naive model that was used there the process
quenching at the vapor-window interface was not includ
The experimental results indicate that that approximation
not justified.
We attribute the spectral changes to modifications of
nonuniform distribution ofP-state atoms as a function o
pump detuning. Note that the changes in theP-D line shape
can be observed because aseparatepump laser is used to
create aP-state distribution, and thus a volume polarizatio
that is nonuniform. For theS-P transition using asingle
laser it has been shown that a nonuniform polarization
created due to an exponentially attenuating field in the va
at sufficiently high densities; obviously the attenuation fac
depends on the detuning of the laser relative to the fun
mental resonance frequency. In this case the nonuniform
of the polarization gives rise to a shift of the spectral line b
leaves its shape fundamentally unaffected@15#.
The cause of the nonuniformity in a dense atomic va
near a dielectric interface is well understood: Excited-st
atoms that collide with the dielectric become quenched. T
process gives rise to a negligible excited-state density at
position of the interface,n(0)50. Furthermore, the excited
state density at smallz is determined by a combination o
nonradiative diffusive transport of excitation, mediated
resonant dipole-dipole collisions between ground- a
FIG. 4. Experimental selective-reflection spectra on theP-D
transition in a high density rubidium vapor (N50.631017 cm23)
for three different detuningsD of the pump laser. The dashed curv
show fitted Lorentzians that have both dispersive and absorp
components. The ratios of the weight factors of the dispersiveB)























excited-state atoms, and the local excitation rate@7–9#. For







@e2z/ l t2e2z/ l a#, ~8!
valid for the case thatl a< l t as will be discussed below. Her
l a is the absorption length for the pump light,S0 the excita-
tion rate per unit volume at the dielectric interface, andl t
5ADt the distance over which the excitation diffuses with
the atomic lifetimet with D}N21 the excitation-diffusion
coefficient. Interestingly, we have an experimental handle
the excited-state distribution of Eq.~8! through the absorp-
tion length l a . At fixed atomic density one can writel a
5 l a
0@(2D/Gself)
211# with l a
05lS-P/2p the line-center ab-
sorption length at sufficiently high densities,Gself the full
width at half maximum of the self-broadened resonance li
and D the detuning of the pump laser. The excited-sta
distribution can thus be modified through the detuning of
pump laser.
The line-center absorption lengthl a
0 of a dense Rb vapo
excited at its fundamental resonance equals 124 nm. F
vapor with densityN50.631017 cm23 the diffusion length
l t5483 nm~D50.083 cm
2 s21 andt528 ns!. The inequal-
ity l a
0, l t thus applies for all densities relevant to our expe
ment. The excited-state density distribution therefore follo
Eq. ~8! when the pump laser is tuned to the center of theS-P
transition (D50). At sufficiently large values of the pump
laser detuningD one enters the regime wherel a@ l t . In this
regime radiation trapping is important and the excited-st
density distribution is no longer described by Eq.~8! @7#.
Figure 5 shows the distribution(z) for the case thatD50
so thatl a5 l a
0 @curve ~a!#; it also shows@curve ~b!# a quali-
tative solution forn(z) for the situation wherel a@ l t . In the
ve
FIG. 5. Schematic spatial distribution of excited atoms, the
axis being calibrated in units of line-center absorption lengthl a
0 .
Curve~a! shows the density distribution of excited atoms when
pump laser is tuned to resonance (D50) and curve~b! shows the
distribution of excited atoms for the case in which the pump lase























































PRA 58 4477PROBING THE SPATIAL DISPERSION IN A DENSE . . .latter limit the distribution of excited-state atoms is homog
neous except for a region near the interface wheren(z) falls
to zero over a distance characterized by the diffusion len
l t . Because the reflection spectrum is sensitive to the sp
distribution of excited atoms it is an obvious conclusion th
the reflection spectrum will be substantially different in t
two cases discussed above and we essentially probe the
tial dispersion near the dielectric-vapor interface.
We fit our experimental spectra with a combination
dispersive and absorptive Lorentzians of equal width@Eq.
~7!#; the results are included in Fig. 4~dashed curves!. The
ratio of the weight factorsA andB is also shown in Fig. 4 for
each of the displayed curves. We see that our model prov
an excellent description of the line shape of theP-D transi-
tion. The values ofB/A that we extract from our experimen
are in good agreement with our model description if we u
Eq. ~8! and solve the integral in Eq.~5!. For instance, when
the pump laser is tuned near resonance (D'0) the spatial
distribution of excited atoms is highly inhomogeneous,
shown in Fig. 5 @curve ~a!#. For this case, we calculat
B/A50.96 in perfect agreement with the experimental res
(B/A50.96). When the pump laser is tuned away from re
nance the distribution of excited atoms is much more smo
as shown in Fig. 5@curve~b!#. A calculation of the line shape
based on Eq.~8! shows that the ratioB/A becomes smalle
with increasing value of D: for D510 GHz and D
520 GHz we findB/A50.34 andB/A50.25, respectively,
in reasonable agreement with the experimental results~B/A
50.48 andB/A50.29, respectively!. Note that at this den-
sity Gself56 GHz. The reason for the discrepancy betwe
experiment and theory for excitation in the line wing (D
.Gself) is that in this case the spatial distribution of excit
atoms is not accurately described by Eq.~8!.
Because we have such an excellent description of the
shape of theP-D transition ~see Fig. 4! we can extract its
self-broadened widthG5Gself
P-D as a function of density. In
the same setup we can measure the full width at half m
mum Gself
S-P of theS-P transition by tuning the probe laser t
the fundamental transition and switching off the pump las
The latter width is deduced from the differenceGSR between
the frequency of maximum reflectivity and that of minimu
reflectivity in the reflection spectrum@19#. For a Lorentzian
spectral line in the case of a sapphire-rubidium vapor in
face one can show that for aD2 line GSR51.33Gself
S-P using
the fact that the refractive index of sapphire is 1.76. B
Gself
S-P ~h! and Gself
P-D ~n! are linear functions of density a
shown in Fig. 6. A least-squares fit through the data for
two self-broadened transitions yields values for the s
broadening coefficients: kS-P5Gself
S-P/N52p30.8
31027 s-1 cm3, in good agreement with literature value
@14# and kP-D5Gself
P-D/N52p3131027 s21 cm3. We esti-
mate the experimental error to be 5%. This result shows
theP-D line is more strongly broadened than the fundam
tal resonance transition. This can be understood as follo
the fundamental transition is dominantly broadened as a
sult of resonance-exchange collisions between atoms in
ground state and atoms in the excitedP state. The inter-
atomic potential for theseS-P collisions has aR23 depen-
dence whereR is the interatomic distance. The interatom


























van der Waals–like with aR26 potential. This potential has
a much shorter range; therefore it does not play an impor
role in a description of theS-P linewidth. The last relevant
potential is theS-D potential where both the van der Waa
interaction (R26) and the resonant quadrupole-quadrup
interaction (R25) take part@20#. The linewidth of theP-D
transition is then determined by both the resonance broa
ing of the fundamental transition and the broadening due
S-D collisions. Our experimental results allow one to es
mate the contribution of theS-D collisions to the linewidth
of the P-D transition as'20%. This value is appreciably
larger than the value of 5% obtained in a two-photon exp
ment @20# in Na, in line with the larger polarizability of Rb
as compared to that of Na; both the van der Waals
quadrupole-quadrupole contributions to theS-D collisions
become larger with increasing atomic number@21#.
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In conclusion, we have experimentally shown that for
dense Rb vapor (N50.222.231017 cm23) the spectral re-
sponse of theP-D transition in reflection is very sensitive t
the exact spatial distribution ofP-state atoms in the vicinity
of the vapor-window interface. This distribution is inhom
geneous as a result of radiative and nonradiative transpo
excitation and wall-quenching collisions ofP-state atoms.
The detailedP-state distribution is modified by the detunin
of the excitation light relative to theS-P resonance line giv-
ing us a handle on the spatial dispersion in the vapor.
Furthermore, we have shown that a comparison of
S-P andP-D self-broadening coefficients yields informatio
on the interaction betweenS- and D-state atoms. Specifi
cally, we have shown thatS-D collisions are quite effective
they contribute 20% to theP-D broadening coefficient.
FIG. 6. The full self-broadened linewidth at half maximumGself
S-P
of the fundamentalS-P ~h! transition and of theP-D ~n! transi-
tion (Gself
P-D) as obtained in our two-step selective-reflection expe
ment as a function of the vapor densityN. The dashed lines indicate
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